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Design and Testing of Autonomous Distributed Space Systems
Game Changing Development Program — Distributed Spacecraft Autonomy (DSA)












Advantages of Distributed Space System
Simultaneous multipoint
data collection
Advantages of Distributed Space System
They can all look at 
different things at once
Advantages of Distributed Space System
Or all they can look all look at the 
same thing at the same time
Advantages of Distributed Space System
Or they can look at things together
Current State of the Art
Treats each spacecraft as an individual
spacecraft even though they have a 
collective goal
Current State of the Art
This means if a spacecraft sees something
you want to respond to
Current State of the Art
Then you have to wait till a downlink pass
to downlink the data for it be analyzed by the
scientist in the loop
Current State of the Art
Then you need the scientist to have the ops team
check the desired change
Current State of the Art
Then you need the scientist to have the ops team
check the desired change
How this effects operations
Normal spacecraft have many 
people operating a single 
spacecraft 
How this effects operations
Under normal operations you 
need more and more people as 
you add spacecraft to your DSS
How this effects operations
Let’s say you want to observe a 
relatively rare event
How this effects operations
Time (years)
If you want to observe this 
event you will need to set aside 
enough time to have a high 
probability of observing the 
event
Advantages of Autonomous Distributed Spacecraft
Information about data 
collected can be shared
Advantages of Autonomous Distributed Spacecraft
which can change what
they want to look at
Advantages of Autonomous Distributed Spacecraft
If the system can respond to its 
environment autonomously it 
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Advantages of Distributed Spacecraft System
Increased availability. When
only a single spacecraft can be
reached it can relay commands
to the others
Advantages of Autonomous Distributed Spacecraft
By giving the DSS autonomy 
the operational requirements 
can be reduced
Team needed for one spacecraft
Additional members needed for autonomous DSS
Advantages of Autonomous Distributed Spacecraft
A distributed system can 
continue operating at normal 
levels in one spacecraft 
goes down
Advantages of Autonomous Distributed Spacecraft
A distributed spacecraft system 
with autonomous capabilities 
can rebalance work load 




• The Starling mission consists of four 6U cubesats that 
have S-band crosslink radios enabling communication 
between satellites
• DSA will be a software payload on the Starling 
mission and will leverage the GPS receiver to sense 
the topside ionosphere
• This technique is a well establish approach that 
allows the generation of a truth data set to 
assess the decision making process
When to make an DSS Autonomous?
26
What did we end up with?
Characteristic Needed
Observing temporal and spatial 
features
Yes
Ability to respond to observations Yes
Operate autonomous of ground Yes
System state knowledge needed Yes







Objective: Maximize scientific 




















DSA will exclusively focus on the following technical areas related to scalable spacecraft 
autonomy:
Distributed Resource and Task Management: demonstrate Executive and Scheduler 
software modules which are extended from existing single-spacecraft approaches to 
coordinate large number of independent distributed assets
Reactive Operations: develop algorithms to refine model and optimize collection 
strategy; leverage algorithms appropriate for dynamic sensing and other real-time 
adjustments to operations
System Modeling and Simulation: capture desired mission capabilities as models of 
system functions and then iteratively refine these models for scalability
DSA partners with Starling to address:
Human-Swarm Interaction: ground control software that enables the ability to 
command and interact with the spacecraft as a collective
Ad hoc Network Communications: communication infrastructure that is scalable, 
robust, and automatically self-configuring
DSA Technical Focus Areas
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Spacecraft should generate, communicate, and execute their own schedules.
• Some amount of flexibility will always be needed for each spacecraft.  Example: to achieve full 
coverage generate a plan based off current knowledge, communicate it to the rest of the 
autonomous DSS, then execute
DSA Technical Focus: Distributed Task Management
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DSA Technical Focus: Reactive Operations































































• Maintain data consistency of GPS 
satellites through network
• Each satellite selects channels using 
context from the rest of the swarm
DSA-Starling swarm 
reacts to a feature, 






𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 1 − 𝛽 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 + 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒
Subject to:
• A limit on the number of channels that 
can be processed
















• This paper presents a formulation for determining if an autonomous DSS is 
the correct mission architecture and what characteristics that architecture 
might take.
• Autonomous DSS enabling technologies being identified and a general 
software architecture proposed.
• The planned DSA tech demonstration was presented and translated in the 
planner formulation.
• Software representation of that formalization was discussed, and results from 
preliminary simulation were demonstrated.
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